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‘ Ian Gibbins’ Urban Biology takes nature and places 
it in a Petri dish and, in doing so, places poetry in a 
kaleidoscope. More than thirty years of experience 
in zoology, pharmacology and the human body spill 
out onto the pages of this focused and often quirky 
collection. Ian challenges his readers to open and 
expand their minds while delighting in new words, 
new creatures and new rhythms. This is an exciting 
poet who very well might dazzle Australia.’
 Heather Taylor Johnson
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Ian Gibbins is a neuroscientist and Professor of Anatomy and 
Histology at Flinders University, having originally trained in zoology 
and pharmacology. He is internationally recognised for his research 
on the microscopic structure and function of the nerves that monitor 
and control the activity of the internal organs. He teaches a variety of 
topics and has had significant input into the design and 
implementation of Flinders’ innovative Graduate Entry Medical 
Program, winning several teaching awards.

In recent years, Ian’s poems have appeared in a range of 
publications, including Best Australian Poems 2008, and have been 
shortlisted in several national poetry competitions. He has 
contributed text to installations around Adelaide and to Australian 
Dance Theatre’s 2010 Adelaide Festival of Arts production, Be Your 
Self. He also regularly reviews science books for Australian Book 
Review. Ian’s spoken word and electronic music have been published 
in Going Down Swinging and Cordite and broadcast on ABC Radio 
National. His sound videos have featured in South Australian Living 
Artists’ Moving Image program. He collaborates closely with artists 
in public events to promote the common ground between art and 
science. He is also an avid windsurfer …
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Space Invaders

Dropping in from 12 o’clock high,
you will barely notice our arrival.
Being neither green
nor of unduly small stature,
we blend easily
with the streetwise procession
of Friday night diners, party goers
and good-natured drunks.

Once we are here,
molecule by precious molecule,
we will infiltrate your haemopoietic stream,
until your body fluids flow as thin as solar wind.
Like bamboo beneath your fingernails,
we will reduce all communication
to compromise and distant comets,
adrift in the cloying starlight.

Already you can see the places we have been:
the sea cliffs fallen away,
ocean currents reversed,
corals faded to desert stone
and cyclones following our path
across land-locked harbours,
over clouded mountain ranges,
to your humble fragile abodes.

But for the moment
we are sitting unsighted
behind the silvered glass of the Spiegel Tent:
where now are the acrobats?
the tumblers?
the flying trapeze?
where now the sawdust?
the tattoos and scars?
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For the moment, we imagine
the quiet hum of an air conditioner
bathing us with cool relief,
redolent with strawberries,
raspberries, milk-sapped figs,
the welcome fruits of your earth.
For the moment, as you can imagine,
we are sitting pretty.
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Amazing Grace

If we were in the spotlight,
I did not notice. If there were
loudspeakers and megaphones,
I did not listen.

There were, however,
fields of sugarcane. Yes.
The juice fresh and clear and
sticky on our fingers and lips
and matting our unkempt hair;
like grit-ash between our toes,
the stinging cuts on our feet,
it would linger for days with
our sweat and the itchiness
in our skin, until the rain,
yes, the rain finally fell and
hit the ground and we wept
and washed and closed
our thankful eyes to Heaven.

Almost certainly, there were
cotton plantations and corn.
Yes. The husks dried, rustling,
the wings of beetles, snakes
black and lingering, tongues
aflicker, warning us to
stay away, to be wary
of where we should tread,
of where we should hide
and cower and speak in low
tones, bodies close to the earth,
to each other, to the dust
that covered us, for just a
moment or two, with silence.
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Then there was the storm,
the winds and hounds, wailing,
and widows. Yes. Widows, as
palings clapped and tore loose
and the air filled with flood
so dark, so hard, we could
no longer stand, we could
no longer hold on, and
the trees fell fast and were
lost in the current, and when
day finally broke, finally broke,
and we found our hands
and our hearts still beating,
all you could hear was the

drawing of breath, yes,
the drawing of breath,
how sweet the sound,
how sweet the sound.
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Love Falters at Darling Harbour
‘… alternatively, we could walk to the Maritime Museum.’

She hugged him, kissed him. He looked
down, counted the red-brick pavers between
his shoelaces and the concourse seagulls.

And the answer? It depends: wide angle or
long shot, polariser on or off, shutter speed,
flash synchronisation, status of the battery charge.

Was this in the social contract? Was this the
expectation when names were first exchanged?
And the answer? Twenty-eight, give or take.

Twenty-nine? The bollards, at least. A decent
place to think about nothing, observe the woman
cocooned with yellow silk, an avatar or two,

practise untrained legerdemain, loosen
frayed ropes of spellbound misunderstanding,
misappropriated glances, subliminal attraction.

Maybe he could taste something in her sweat.
Maybe there was some electrostatic force, like
lightning conductors or black cat fur before a storm.

Would babies be involved? Don’t they look
the same? Don’t they sound the same? Don’t they
smell of butterflies and booties and sour spilt milk?

A coin toss, for all it matters, a badly dealt card.
But did she notice? A bird with one leg? Digital
or analog? A submarine? A replica? And if someone

slipped? Too many questions without notice. But
if his brakes were to fail? The surface of the water?
How to move sideways? Is this, or was that, an ending?




